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On March 11-12, 2011, the Global Center at Pacific McGeorge, the World Affairs Council of Northern California–Sacramento Chapter, the McGeorge International Law Society, and the American Branch of the International Law Association co-sponsored a symposium on the impact and implementation of human rights norms in substantive areas of law. Experts in different legal fields from around the United States and abroad were invited to exchange ideas on human rights norms in their substantive areas.
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Usually when we consider human rights, we think of specific international instruments and courts. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights\(^1\) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ("ICCPR")\(^2\) are two widely known instruments that provide comprehensive statements of human rights norms. There are also human rights treaties that detail human rights in specific contexts, such as the rights of specific persons, such as women\(^3\) and children,\(^4\) or particular areas, such as employment,\(^5\) education,\(^6\) or economic and social rights.\(^7\) We additionally tend to think of human rights issues coming up in specialized tribunals, such as the European Court of Human Rights, the Inter-American Commission and Court of Human Rights, the African Commission and Court of Human and Peoples' Rights, or the Human Rights Committee. We are also acutely aware of the hunger for fundamental rights and opportunities in the events that occurred during the last year in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and other parts of the world. What is less apparent to us is whether these international human rights norms have an impact on the development of substantive law in domestic jurisdictions.

To explore the impact and implementation of human rights norms in substantive fields of law, we had two primary areas of inquiry.

1. What is the impact of human rights norms in the development of the law in specific substantive areas? Do the norms have a role in law reform? Are human rights internalized into substantive areas of domestic law?

2. What is the effect of this increased incorporation of human rights norms in diverse areas? Is the dispersion of human rights norms a unifying force or a fragmenting one?

---


In order to assess how broadly human rights norms may affect the
development of specific areas of substantive law, we had expert panels on
corporate governance, labor law, environmental law, intellectual property, torts,
and the law of armed conflict and security. The issue of the general effect of
increased incorporation of human rights norms was accomplished with two
panels. The first was a panel of distinguished jurists, who have been involved in
human rights issues for decades. The second was a panel of experts on whether
the current dynamic is a unifying or fragmenting force for human rights norms.

My colleagues, Professors Franklin Gevurtz (Corporate Governance),
Raquel Aldana (Labor Law), Rachael Salcido (Environmental Law), Michael
Mireles (Intellectual Property Law), Julie Davies (Tort Law), John Sims
(Armed Conflict and Security Law), Omar Dajani (Unity or Fragmentation),
and I (Distinguished Jurist Panel) served as the moderators for the panels. In the
pages that follow, each of us will review the issues that were discussed by his or
her particular panel and the contributions of that panel to the discourse on human
rights norms.

I. DISTINGUISHED JURIST PANEL

Professor Linda Carter, Moderator

In planning the symposium, we believed that it was important to consider the
past, the present, and the future of human rights norms and developments. Both
Justice Richard Goldstone and Judge Fausto Pocar, our two distinguished
jurists, have lived human rights issues for many years.

Justice Goldstone’s career has spanned the decades of anti-apartheid efforts
and the development of international criminal justice. While a judge in South
Africa, he chaired the Commission of Inquiry regarding Public Violence and
Intimidation from 1991-1994, which uncovered serious abuses by police and
officials, and came to be known as the Goldstone Commission. He served as a
justice of the Constitutional Court of South Africa in its initial years, from 1994-
2003. In 1994, Justice Goldstone was appointed as the first Chief Prosecutor for
the United Nations International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia
and Rwanda. He led the Office of the Prosecutor through its initial cases until
1996. Highly respected in international human rights circles, Justice Goldstone
has participated in challenging inquiries, such as the Oil-for-Food and Gaza
investigations. He has continued to be involved in many human rights activities
with organizations around the world and through legal education.

Judge Fausto Pocar similarly has a highly distinguished career and
experience in human rights and international criminal justice. While a professor
of international law at the University of Milan, Judge Pocar was appointed to the
Human Rights Committee, which handles matters under the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. He served for sixteen years as a member
(1984-2000), Rapporteur (1989-90), and Chair (1991-92) of the Committee. In 2000, Judge Pocar was appointed as a judge to the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia ("ICTY"). He served as President of the tribunal from 2005-2008 and is presently a member of the Appeals Chamber of the ICTY, which also serves as the Appeals Chamber for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda ("ICTR"). Throughout his career, Judge Pocar has been active in special assignments for the United Nations, including the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, and many international law organizations and journals.

Drawing upon the expertise of both distinguished panelists, the session proceeded as a conversation about human rights historically and developments today. The first topic was how each had become involved in human rights issues and what issues were current at that time. Justice Goldstone discussed his early involvement in the anti-apartheid movement and Judge Pocar discussed his beginning days at the Human Rights Committee in the middle of the Cold War.

The role of politics emerged as a factor in the development of human rights instruments and acceptance. The post-World War II and decolonization periods were highlighted as historical points that spurred the development of human rights treaties. Despite these significant human rights developments, the speakers also noted the contradictory positions of governments, including the United States, in espousing human rights abroad, but not necessarily at home. The European Court of Human Rights ("ECHR") was identified as one of the great achievements collectively across borders to enforce human rights norms. In response to a question about the failure to incorporate human rights into discussions about policy or security, Justice Goldstone emphasized the impact that individuals can have on decisions and the need for great leaders on a government level.

With regard to the record of the United States on human rights issues, Justice Goldstone and Judge Pocar noted achievements as well as recalcitrance. Justice Goldstone distinguished governments from civil society and commented on how helpful the American Bar Association and individuals from the United States were in assisting those opposing apartheid. Judge Pocar pointed out the support of the United States for the ICCPR and yet the major reservations that the United States took to the treaty, such as reserving the right to execute those who were minors at the time of the crime. In response to a question about the lack of U.S. response to the revolutions presently occurring in the Middle East, Justice Goldstone remarked on the importance of thinking beyond one's own borders, even though there is a tendency throughout the world to pay less attention to what is happening elsewhere. The full implementation of human rights is dependent upon efforts across the globe.

---

8. The execution of those who were juveniles at the time of the crime was held unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court in *Roper v. Simmons*, 543 U.S. 551, 568 (2005).
The interplay of domestic and international efforts also came through as a theme as a necessity in the global implementation of human rights norms. Justice Goldstone emphasized how important national governments are to any international efforts, such as the International Criminal Court, which does not have its own police force. Judge Pocar commented on the importance of national judiciaries in interpreting and enforcing human rights norms, and the need for cooperation and dialogue between international and national judiciaries. Concurring with Judge Pocar, Justice Goldstone noted the South African Constitutional Court's use of international and foreign law generally, and specifically, the jurisprudence of the ICTY when the Court extended the common law definition of rape.

A number of significant developments that are taking place or need to take place were also discussed. Judge Pocar observed the major developments on adjudicating gender-based crimes in the international criminal tribunals. Justice Goldstone noted the importance of an increased emphasis on human dignity in human rights discourse. In response to a question, Justice Goldstone expanded on the need to respect human dignity in all contexts by giving the example of gay and lesbian rights, which have been enforced in South Africa through constitutional decisions. His point also brought out again the importance of the judiciary as he noted that, if the issue had been left to a vote by the public, the rights would not have been honored. The Constitution and the Constitutional Court were essential. In response to another question, both speakers also commented on the growing focus on the responsibility of transnational corporations to respect human rights, especially with regard to environmental issues. Judge Pocar also raised the need for better mechanisms to adjudicate environmental issues.

The session was an excellent overview of the road from early human rights treaties to today and it set the stage for the discussions that followed of the impact of human rights norms on substantive areas of law.

II. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Professor Franklin Gevurtz, Moderator

The intersection of human rights norms and corporate law creates issues going to the underlying conception of international law. The traditional Westphalian view of international law focused essentially on nation states as the only actors of relevance. International human rights law introduces individual

9. Distinguished Professor and Scholar, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law; Director, Pacific McGeorge Global Center for Business & Development.

10. Robert A. Schapiro, In the Twilight of the Nation-State: Subnational Constitutions in the New World
humans, as well as nation states, as parties both subject to and protected by international law. The increasingly global role of business corporations, and the impact of their activities on human rights, however, challenges even this expanded view.

The very term “corporation” conveys the concept of person in the eyes of the law. Perhaps, therefore, corporations fit within international human rights law as the equivalent to any human being. On the other hand, the traditional legal view is that corporations only exist by virtue of the action of a national (or even sub-national) government. Does this mean that regulation of corporations under the international human rights regime falls to the jurisdiction under whose laws the corporation receives it existence? If so, what responsibilities does this jurisdiction have to ensure corporate actors do not conduct themselves in ways that violate international human rights norms, and what consequences should befall jurisdictions that fail to carry out such responsibilities? Since corporations come into existence by virtue of a state’s law, does this give the state an unqualified license to limit the rights of corporations, or do corporations themselves have human rights? Turning from legal form to underlying reality, large multinational corporations commonly command more resources than many nations. This may make it difficult for either the state under whose law the corporation receives it legal existence, or the states in which the corporation conducts its operations, to control the activities of such large organizations that threaten human rights. Accordingly, perhaps a more pragmatic approach to international human rights law might view corporations as almost equivalent to nation states.

The three articles in this symposium dealing with the intersection of human rights norms and corporate law have embedded within them different perspectives on these questions. In his article, From Institutional Misalignments to Socially Sustainable Governance: The Guiding Principles for the Implementation of the United Nation’s “Protect, Respect and Remedy” and the Construction of Inter-Systemic Global Governance, Professor Larry Backer takes a comprehensive look at a framework established under the auspices of the United Nations for ensuring corporations respect human rights. As Professor Backer explains, this framework seeks to respond to the growing impact of


13. See, e.g., Trustees of Dartmouth Coll. v. Woodward, 17 U.S. 518, 636 (1819) (“A corporation is an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of law. Being the mere creature of law, it possesses only those properties which the charter of its creation confers upon it.”).

global corporations on issues of human rights and the difficulties in determining who, as between the state under whose law the corporation comes into existence, the state(s) in which the corporation conducts operations potentially impacting human rights, and those responsible for managing the corporation, is responsible for ensuring corporate activities do not harm human rights. This framework, labeled “Protect, Respect and Remedy,” is, whatever its merits, complex. Admirably addressing this complexity, Professor Backer’s analysis of the Protect, Respect and Remedy framework promises to become a standard reference in this area. It provides the reader the basis for understanding the “dense principles” of the framework and for appreciating both the specific shortcomings and the overarching achievement of this framework.

Professor David Millon takes a very different focus in his article, Human Rights & Delaware Corporate Law. Instead of looking at a proposed overall framework addressing who is responsible for ensuring corporations respect human rights, Professor Millon looks at the law of one critical jurisdiction when it comes to corporate law. This is the state of Delaware, which is the official home of most of the largest corporations in the United States. Professor Millon explains that Delaware law unquestionably allows corporate managers to sacrifice profit maximization in favor of operating corporations in a socially responsible manner—including respecting human rights. In addition, he explores a variety of hard and soft laws that might prompt corporate managers to ensure their corporations act responsibly when it comes to human rights. Most provocatively in this regard, he raises the prospect that the duty of corporate managers under Delaware law to ensure that their corporations act lawfully may encompass a duty to ensure compliance with international human rights law. If so, we may one day see Delaware courts applying international human rights law in a shareholder derivative suit seeking to hold directors liable for allowing their corporation to violate such law.

Winfried H.A.M. van den Muijsenbergh and Sam Rezai bring a very different perspective to their article, Corporations and the European Convention on Human Rights. Instead of the corporation as violator of the human rights of others, they examine situations in which the corporation may be the victim of human rights violations. The article does this through the prism of litigation before the ECHR—in which the authors represent plaintiffs—regarding the Russian government’s seizure of the assets of the Yukos Oil Company. Here, the conception of corporation as a legal person becomes the focus for introducing human rights norms into the corporate world. The idea that “corporations are people too” when it comes to human rights is a controversial proposition—witness the debate about the Citizens United decision16 in this country—and van

den Muijsenbergh and Rezai’s examination of the state of European law on this front provides a useful comparison.

III. HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOR LAW

Professor Raquel Aldana, Moderator

For at least the last two decades, most Latin American nations have debated whether and how to reform their labor codes in response to globalization market forces, which have been characterized by liberalizing policies and a demand for cheaper labor across borders. The debate has rightly encountered tensions around several competing goals for these nations. These goals include the achievement of global economic integration and the alleviation of poverty and unemployment, the protection of individual and collective rights of workers, and the individual demands from employers for greater flexibilization of the labor codes in order to remain competitive.

In much of Latin America, often as a result of hard-fought revolutions and great human sacrifice, workers enjoy significant labor and worker rights through provisions found in their constitutions and labor codes and a vast number of ILO Conventions and human rights treaties. Yet, deep disagreements have surfaced around the value or harm of these traditionally highly worker protective norms when such laws are commonly under-complied, under-enforced, or are inapplicable to the majority of workers. In Mexico, for example, the significant constitutional worker protections that emerged from the 1917 Revolution were simply co-opted by a corporatist culture that undermined the role of unions and repressed the enforcement of these laws. In Guatemala, more repressive tactics against unions combined with institutional corruption and incompetence to severely weaken the significant rights of workers in the books.

It is in this context that this panel came together to explore the role of regional trade agreements in the protection of worker rights in the Americas. The connection of trade agreements to human rights may not be most immediately obvious; indeed, until today the World Trade Organization refuses to link trade

17. I thank Elizabeth Parker and Frank Gevurtz for their intellectual enthusiasm and financial support of this conference. I am especially grateful to Linda Carter, who was the visionary behind this program for the opportunity to bring together wonderful scholars on issues of great importance to the protection of human rights. Thanks also to Erika González, my wonderful research assistant.


19. See, e.g., LAW AND EMPLOYMENT: LESSONS FROM LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN (James J. Heckman & Carmen Pagés eds., 2004); see also Oliver, supra note 18, at 214-16.

20. Oliver, supra note 18, at 216-32.

and labor rights insisting on the untenable position that labor rights and trade are unrelated. However, in the Americas at least, that position was put to rest when the North American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA") became the first regional trade agreement that included for the first time a side-agreement that linked labor and trade, due to significant pressures from labor unions in all three signatory countries. Since then, of course, many more regional or bilateral trade agreements have solidified this linkage, leaving the WTO lagging behind in this regard.

Professor Jorge Esquirol, a critical scholar of rule of law reforms in Latin America, opened the session by placing this marriage of trade and labor into a broader socio-economic context of rule of law reforms in Latin America. Professor Esquirol explained, for instance, that NAFTA and those treaties that came later were not the impetus of reforms already underway in many parts of Latin America to "flexibilize" the labor codes by eroding the degree of worker protections under existing codes. Those efforts, which had largely begun in the Southern Cone (e.g., Chile and Argentina) were already responding independently to the need to remain competitive in the world market through the production of cheap goods and labor and to liberalizing policies promoted by International Financial Institutions and development agencies. Of course, also in this context, the large gap between aspirational and implementable laws became a moral argument also for reconciling the labor codes to the reality of most workers. The labor provisions in these trade agreements, thus, Professor

24. Oliver, supra note 18, at 232-42.
25. Id. at 221-24.
29. See, e.g., MARINA LORENA COOK, THE POLITICS OF LABOR REFORM IN LATIN AMERICA: BETWEEN
Esquirol explained, needed to be understood nonetheless in a context in which protectionist norms lacked validity and were under pressure to change. Moreover, these regional trade agreements did nothing to change the pressures of change. Why? Because Latin American nations continued to offer primarily cheaper labor to achieve competitive advantage, in contrast to more developed nations.

Professor Ranko Oliver and I followed Professor Esquirol to address largely these same themes in the context of Mexico and NAFTA, and Guatemala and the Central American Free Trade Agreement-Dominican Republic ("CAFTA-DR"). These two case studies revealed commonalities in the treatment of labor norms in these trade agreements, which largely deferred to domestic norms and domestic mechanisms of enforcement for compliance. In the socio-economic context explained by Professor Esquirol, two obvious shared critiques of NAFTA and CAFTA emerged: each largely ignored that intractable problems leading to under-enforcement of labor protections in the domestic sphere made reliance on domestic compliance unrealistic and each also failed to address that larger market forces on a global scale—namely the race-to-the-bottom phenomena of a globalized workforce—would continue to exert such pressures on developing nations to offer cheap labor that flexibilization of labor protections would continue to be the trend. This is well documented in Professor Oliver’s discussion, for example, of Mexico’s labor legal reform efforts post-NAFTA. In FLEXIBILITY AND RIGHTS (2007).

31. Oliver, supra note 19, at 242-44.
32. Urial Gamarro, Misión Arriba al País el 6 de Junio Próximo [Mission up the Country on June 6 Next], PRENSA LIBRE (May 28, 2011), http://www.prensalibre.com/economia/Mision-arriba-pais-junio-proximo_0_488951113.html; see also First CAFTA Complaint Filed; Upsurge in Violence Against Guatemalan
Global Business & Development Law Journal / Vol. 25

a talk delivered as part of the Inter-American program, Mr. Jorge Guzman, General Coordinator of the Secretariat for CAFTA-DR Environmental Matters, said how this moment highlighted the significant space that CAFTA-DR has opened in the region for greater cross-border oversight and accountability, which he thought would ultimately improve the governmental institutions charged with oversight over matters of labor and environment in the region. I could not help but take this up with Mr. Guzman at lunch. I repeated my same reservations over the ability of mechanisms such as the White Paper and Verification Reports adopted as part of CAFTA or the arbitration mechanisms in CAFTA’s labor provisions to really change the deep structural and systemic problems of Guatemala’s labor situation. Mr. Guzman reminded me that change comes slowly. Mr. Guzman had witnessed the implementation of the White Book in El Salvador, his native country, as a government official, and he said that suddenly labor agencies in El Salvador could no longer act in isolation and that having to report to an outside body, here the ILO, forced a process of reflection and accountability, which he felt would ultimately improve those agencies. I hope he is right.

On August 9, 2011, the U.S. Trade Representative announced as part of the same AFL-CIO-Guatemala complaint that it was “requesting the establishment of an arbitral panel under CAFTA-DR in order to discuss the Guatemalan government’s failure to enforce its labor laws, including the right to association and collective bargaining.” So far, the Guatemalan government has strongly denounced the U.S. Government’s decision, calling it “la ley del más fuerte” [the law of the strongest] and an unfair imposition into Guatemala’s sovereignty. No doubt, one could unpack this statement and find a great deal of validity at least as to the first point, namely that labor agreements within trade are truly one-sided and impose the will of powerful and rich nations unto the poor. The second,


33. For a description of the White Papers and Verification Reports, see CAFTA-DR: White Paper and Verification Reports, Off. U.S. Trade Representative, http://www.ustr.gov/trade-topics/labor/bilateral-and-regional-trade-agreements/cafta-dr-white-paper-and-verification-rep (last visited Mar. 27, 2012). Essentially, the inclusion of certain nations in CAFTA-DR, including Guatemala, was conditioned on their agreement to subject themselves to the oversight of the International Labor Organization in several areas that had been identified as weak in terms of labor protections in the country.


however, related to sovereignty is more questionable. We are not there yet, but labor rights and enforcement can no longer be local.

IV. THE ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Professor Rachael E. Salcido, Moderator

Applying a human rights framework to address the shortage of natural resources or negative effects of environmental degradation is seen by some as an odd fit. Nonetheless, advocates are drawing on human rights instruments and related tribunals to advocate for a healthy environment. The symposium panelists illustrated that although some existing legal instruments may be, in fact, legally sufficient to support protection of the environment, practical problems still must be confronted to fully realize their utility.

This general topic was explored internationally as early as the Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment in 1972, which clearly linked human rights and the environment. Today, many international and regional instruments, as well as national constitutions, now recognize a right to a healthy environment. Other legal instruments have been used to address environmental harms by focusing on the human right to property, to family, and to life itself. Notwithstanding the divergence in opinion over the compelling rationale for protection of the environment—be it human-centered or nature-centered—in fact, the increasing depletion of resources and decline in the health of the environment have highlighted the common destinies of all beings that share the Earth. As one scholar explained, “[i]n reality, the apparent conflict between human utility and

37. Professor of Law, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law. The author would like to thank the panelists for their contributions, Kristian Corby for research assistance, Micaela Neal and the Globe editors for their hard work and Linda Carter for her leadership and inspiration. We also celebrate the life of Svitlana Kravchenco, advocate for human rights and environmental protection. Her tireless work and achievements will continue to inspire others.

38. One of the first areas of disagreement is over the expansion of basic human rights beyond the fundamental civil and political rights, without universal acknowledgement that a healthy environment is vital to the enjoyment of these rights. See Judith Kimerling, Rights, Responsibilities, and Realities: Environmental Protection law in Ecuador’s Amazon Oil Fields, 2 SW. J.H. & TRADE AM. 293, 309-11 (1995).


intrinsic value of the environment does not exist because it is impossible to separate the interests of mankind from protection of the environment."

Professor John Sprankling opened the session by focusing on the right to property and its relation to climate change and environmental protection. Climate change will cause a range of environmental impacts that will harm human societies. Professor Sprankling initially emphasized that we often think first of an individual right to property. However, in the context of indigenous groups that may be best equipped to preserve forests (which are critical carbon sinks) the group right to property can be used as an effective conservation tool. Professor Stephen McCaffrey then examined the practical dimension of ensuring access to freshwater. In 2010, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution recognizing explicitly a human right to water and sanitation. But Professor McCaffrey called attention to the practical challenges of implementing this right—how will this vital resource be provided to all who are in need?

In her presentation, Professor Svitlana Kravchenko explored multiple cases in the ECHR that vindicate a right to a healthy environment. Professor John Bonine followed by emphasizing the paramount importance of access to courts to pursue injustices. Their article, Interpretation of Human Rights for the Protection of the Environment in the European Court of Human Rights, examines several cases heard over nearly two decades in the ECHR. They argue and conclude that strategic litigation can inform judges of the rulings in other courts, and thus expand the utility of cases beyond the individuals involved. Their work supports the argument that courts play an important role in the development of environmental protections to support human well-being. It also addresses the persistent challenge of reconciling the individual nature of human rights litigation with the more publicly oriented environmental harms that may be at the center of particular cases.

This panel showed the many ways in which a focus on the human right to a healthy environment, either by itself or as a precondition to the enjoyment of other human rights, could bring necessary attention and scrutiny where the essential components of a healthy environment are lacking or where the environment needs safeguarding for the future.

42. Shelton, supra note 40, at 109.
43. His scholarship had already explored the right to water as a human right. Stephen C. McCaffrey, A Human Right to Water: Domestic and International Implications, 5 Geo. Int'l Envtl. L. Rev. 1, 1-2 (1992) (explaining its connection to the right to food or sustenance, health or right to life).
44. See also May & Daly, supra note 40, at 439 (noting that litigation may be necessary to “move the issue of environmental protection to the fore”).
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V. THE IMPACT OF HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS ON THE LAW OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Professor Michael S. Mireles

As part of Pacific McGeorge’s conference on The Global Impact and Implementation of Human Rights Norms, held on March 11-12, 2011, a panel of intellectual property law scholars presented papers concerning the impact of human rights norms on intellectual property law. The panelists included Kristen Jakobsen Osenga, Associate Professor of Law and a member of the IP Institute of the University of Richmond School of Law; Steven D. Jamar, Professor of Law and the Associate Director of Intellectual Property and Social Justice at Howard University School of Law; and V.K. Unni, Associate Professor of Public Policy and Management at the Indian Institute of Management-Calcutta. The panel’s discussion ranged from the flexibility of intellectual property law doctrine, including within the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights agreement (“TRIPS”), to account for access to knowledge, medicine, and food, all of which find support as human rights in numerous treaties, and the need to maintain incentives to encourage invention, creation, distribution, and innovation. A common theme amongst the panel’s contributions is the attempt to find a practical balance between the two important fields, whether by suggesting that human rights activists and pharmaceutical companies work together, using a social justice lens to view and adjust copyright doctrine’s flexibilities to account for human rights, or by a measured approach working within TRIPS to adapt intellectual property law to human rights concerns. Notably, two of the papers provide a hint of caution that the over-zealous protection of human rights may lead to a weakening of intellectual property rights in industries where those rights importantly provide an incentive to invent and innovate which may lead to a less than optimal result for society. The intersection of intellectual property law and human rights is one of the emerging fields in legal scholarship and practice and the confluence of the two fields will impact the lives of billions of people around the world. The papers in this symposium provide additional insight into this important area.

The first essay is Get the Balance Right!: Squaring Access with Patent Protection by Professor Osenga. Professor Osenga argues that instead of viewing patent rights and human rights as conflicting, the two fields should be harmonized. First, she highlights the benefits of patents to the public and explains

45. Associate Professor, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law. The author is grateful for the support of the editorial staff of Pacific McGeorge’s Global Business and Development Law Journal.

how problems with access to medicines or other technology may exist even without a patent system—such as distribution problems. Next, she analyzes the flexibilities in the TRIPS Agreement and how these provisions have been used to increase access to patented inventions. She provides Thailand’s use of compulsory licenses for multiple medications as an example of how the use of TRIPS flexibilities, particularly Article 31, may lead to non-generic pharmaceutical companies and human rights activists taking extreme positions. She advances several proposals for the opposing sides to find the correct balance between the two positions that benefits overall public health, such as patent holders not taking extreme positions against compulsory licensing given the fact that TRIPS increased the level of patent protection and there is a lack of clear empirical evidence of whether compulsory licensing lessens innovation; and that both patent holders and human rights advocates should understand that compulsory licensing can be used with not only pharmaceuticals which concern human health, but also other human rights. She also suggests that both sides should focus on working together to address issues concerning grey market goods, the need for the development of medicines for diseases that primarily impact developing and least developed countries, and distribution issues.

The next contribution to this panel’s papers is by Professor Steven Jamar and is titled, *A Social Justice Perspective on the Role of Copyright in Realizing International Human Rights.* Professor Jamar argues that copyright law has the potential to serve as a means for empowerment and inclusion, but also could hinder the ability to fully recognize civil and political rights as well as economic, social, and cultural rights. He discusses how the ability to access information is fundamental to the exercise of other human rights and the legal instruments that include those rights. He notes that any human right in intellectual property is, at least, impliedly, in those instruments, limited by the overall public good. He further discusses natural law and utilitarian justifications for intellectual property rights and concludes that both theories allow for limits based on the public good. He then explains some of the limits of substantive copyright law that may allow access to information. He also provides three examples to demonstrate why access to information is critical to the realization of human rights, and how copyright law can effectively balance the need to incentivize creation of information and at the same time provide access to that information. Importantly, he raises the danger of copyright law’s ability to suppress speech—government sanctioned suppression of speech—and at the same time copyright’s function of incentivizing the creation and distribution of that content. He also provides specific proposals guided by the social justice goals of inclusion and empowerment to realize the optimal level of access to information to provide a strong foundation for human rights, including freedom of expression, participation in governance, the right of economic development, the right to a healthy environment, and the right to participate in social and cultural activity.
The final essay, *Indian Patent Law and TRIPS: Redrawing the Flexibility Framework in the Context of Public Policy and Health*, by Professor V.K. Unni, provides an analysis of the flexibilities allowing for access to patented pharmaceuticals and other technologies. In this article, he notes that India currently has multiple processes in its patent laws allowed by TRIPS to provide needed flexibility if there are problems with access to needed pharmaceuticals in the future; however, he also recognizes that advocates for weaker patent protection may seek to exploit the lack of clarity in some of the legislated flexibilities which may result in less indigenous innovation. He provides a fascinating discussion of the evolution of India’s patent law and innovation policy, including the enactment of India’s 1970 Patents Act, which prohibited the patenting of processes to create pharmaceuticals, to India’s entry into the World Trade Organization and its consequent acceptance of TRIPS through the adoption and implementation of amendments to its patent laws. He then addresses the flexibilities in India’s current law allowed by TRIPs with an analysis of some relevant analogous U.S. and U.K. case law. Notably, he discusses India’s compulsory licensing provisions, India’s laws concerning experimental use—which appear broader than its U.S. counterparts, and India’s adoption of a principle of international exhaustion.

**VI. THE ROLE OF TORT LAW IN IMPLEMENTING HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS**

Professor Julie Davies, Moderator

In Panel Six, Professors Ronald Krotocynski, David Partlett, and Adrienne Stone discussed the Influence of Human Rights Law on Tort Law. The panel’s emphasis was on the tension between the legal deference that is afforded freedom of expression under U.S. law, and the protection of dignity, personality, and privacy, which receive limited protection under U.S. tort law but much greater legal protection elsewhere in the world. For many centuries, the torts of libel and slander protected a person’s reputation throughout the United Kingdom and in the countries that derive their legal heritage from England. The United States Supreme Court undercut that protection, however, in *New York Times v. Sullivan*, when it held that in order to recover damages for defamation, a public official had to prove reckless disregard for the truth or falsity of the statement on the part of the defendant. Over time, the *New York Times* rule has been expanded by the U.S. Supreme Court to cover a broader array of factual circumstances, including a requirement that a plaintiff must prove reckless disregard for truth in an action based on the torts of intentional infliction of emotional distress or
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invasion of privacy.\textsuperscript{49} This was the situation the Supreme Court encountered in Snyder v. Phelps,\textsuperscript{50} in which a strong majority of the Court held that the Westboro Baptist Church could not be held liable for the distress parents suffered when members of the controversial church picketed at the funeral of their son, a service member killed in Iraq. The panelists used Snyder to set the stage for a discussion of the U.S. position as compared to the view many other countries would take when faced with the choice between protecting speech and privacy, dignity, tolerance, and other values.

Professor Krotoczynski's presentation set the stage by tracing the development of constitutional protection in cases of libel and slander from New York Times up through Snyder v. Phelps and the Court's conclusion there that Maryland tort law must yield to the protection of freedom of expression. Noting that the wider world, including the United Kingdom, Japan, and Germany believe Sullivan gives too much protection to speech at the expense of other values, Professor Krotoczynski explained that U.S. law reflects fundamental mistrust of government, a hostility "bordering on paranoia about government and its institutions." Thus, the paramount protection of speech at the expense of tort law and the values it protects is completely consistent, and correct, if the premise of one's legal system is distrust of government.

Professor Partlett's contribution highlighted the irony of protecting speech while trampling the protection of tort law. Pointing out that tort law protects human rights, and that prior to the Bill of Rights the common law served that purpose through its protection of the private person, Partlett saw the New York Times and Snyder decisions as premised on confused contradictions. Whereas the common law had developed slowly and incrementally to encompass individual protections through tort law, the U.S. Supreme Court discredited the ability of the common law to filter and distinguish claims while adopting a constitutional analysis that was equally, if not more, vulnerable to criticism for overbreadth and meaningless distinctions. Partlett noted the propensity of the U.S. Congress and Courts to assert the superiority of the Times rule, and to criticize other countries for failing to embrace it. He referenced recent federal legislation that will invalidate the judgments against U.S. citizens in foreign courts that do not utilize the rule. Partlett cautioned that the United States was depriving itself of the wisdom of many other courts that do not strike the balance between protection of the individual and free speech in the same way.

Professor Stone sought to emphasize not what divides the United States from other countries, but the values we all share. Many countries around the world embrace freedom of expression as a human right, even if they do not have constitutions that enumerate it as a distinct right. While it is true that the New York Times rule has not been adopted elsewhere—even in countries that share a

\textsuperscript{50} Snyder v. Phelps, 131 S. Ct. 1207, 1213, 1215, 1220 (2011).
common legal heritage—all of these countries have considered the same question about the competing values of reputational protection as opposed to freedom of expression. Professor Stone asserted that in those countries, a belief that there is no constitutional value in false statements of fact and in the importance of protecting personal dignity as embodied in reputation has led to adoption of more tempered free speech protection. She noted that the American position protecting hate speech such as that exhibited by the Westboro church is unique among the countries of the world, and that other countries protect different values: equality, multiculturalism, and dignity. Professor Stone thus suggested that where the United States differs from other countries is not in recognizing these diverse and sometimes contradictory values, but in how we achieve their protection. Agreeing with Professor Krotocynski, she concluded that the real point of disagreement centers on the role of law and government. Some countries, such as Australia, view government action and law as a productive way to protect human rights. Indeed, they believe that social transformation requires state action. The United States sees state intervention as incompetent at best and self-interested at worst. Professor Stone closed by criticizing American exceptionalism because it creates no incentive to look anywhere else to interpret these competing values. Further, she cautioned that unless the United States shows an inclination to listen to others, it will have little credence in advocating the strong protection of freedom of expression it espouses.

VII. HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARMED CONFLICT AND SECURITY ISSUES

Professor John Cary Sims, Moderator

Our panel on human rights law in the context of an armed conflict, and related security issues such as self-defense, took a somewhat different approach than the other panels in the symposium. Rather than exploring an array of human rights problems arising within a particular field of substantive law, this panel chose to address a single problem as to which human rights law is an important, but not the only, frame of reference. The topic considered by the panel was the urgent one of the aggressive use by the Obama administration of unmanned aerial vehicles (“UAVs”, which are often referred to as “drones”) to carry out lethal missile attacks against those thought to be participating in terrorism against the United States.

Professor David Kaye and I introduced the problem and described the basic principles governing its resolution. The Predator drones used by U.S. armed forces and by the Central Intelligence Agency, and the larger and more heavily armed Reapers that have come into service more recently, have the capacity to
launch very deadly and generally accurate attacks, usually from a control station far away from any battlefield. Because drones are very close to their potential targets, once a command to launch missiles is given, the time between the order and completion of the attack is very short. Professor Kaye explored the implications of this reality, comparing the use of drones with use of more traditional weapons that have a high degree of automaticity. The Aegis combat system used to protect ships against missile attacks, the hair-trigger munitions that would be used if North Korea attacked South Korea across the DMZ, and cluster bombs all represent weapons whose characteristics merit comparison to drones.

Professor Kaye, in describing circumstances in which he assumed that the Law of Armed Conflict (“LOAC”) would apply, emphasized that use of drones would need to be analyzed under the same principles that govern more traditional weapons. The principle of distinction must be followed. Civilians cannot be targeted. Indiscriminate attacks are forbidden. Moreover, the principle of proportionality should be applied in an effort to assure that the risk of harm to civilians is not excessive relative to the military advantage expected to be gained in the attack. Much of the discussion among the panel members, and later in relation to questions from the audience, concerned the distinctive characteristics of drones and how their capabilities and limitations compared to the possible use of other weapons systems (or even to a raid conducted by special forces) to accomplish the same mission.

Professor Wayne McCormack analyzed the use of drones in relation to a number of the aspects of the LOAC and to the principle of self-defense under Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. The Article presented here sets out, and in certain respects expands upon, that analysis. Professor McCormack correlates international standards of self-defense with ordinary understandings of the same principle, and he draws heavily upon the Israeli experience.

At the time of the symposium, the United Nations Security Council was within a few days of the adoption of Resolution 1973, which on March 17, 2011, authorized the use of military force to protect civilians against the attacks being carried out by the regime of Muammar Gaddafi. Thus, a good deal of the discussion involved the question of whether—assuming that military action by NATO forces were authorized by the Security Council, as it later was—use of drones in an attempt to remove Gaddafi from command of his forces would be appropriate.

The time available for discussion of the myriad human rights and other issues raised by the use of drones was limited, so a number of other issues were identified without being fully explored. Very little is known about the procedures used by the United States to add an individual to the list of those who may be targeted for lethal attack (by drones or other means), but certainly it is important that the process be highly accurate and subject to appropriate, informed direction by the President and his principal security advisers. It is impossible to assess
whether the procedures are legal when almost nothing is publicly known about how the targeting is being done. Anwar Al-Aulaqi, a dual U.S.-Yemeni citizen, was considered by the United States to be active in al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, and he was ultimately killed in a drone attack. Earlier, his father had attempted to challenge the legality of any decision by the United States to target him for a lethal attack. It is not particularly surprising that the federal district judge to whom the case was assigned found that the matter was not justiciable, but this means that, at least for now, individuals (including U.S. citizens) may be added to a list of those to be killed, with all aspects of the general procedures to be followed, as well as of the proof presented against the individuals, known to and reviewable by no one outside the executive branch.

VIII. THE IMPACT OF A WIDER DISSEMINATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS: FRAGMENTATION OR UNITY?

Professor Omar Dajani, Moderator

The final panel explored the systemic implications of the dissemination of human rights norms across the variety of fields considered during the symposium. The panel focused in particular on the issue of fragmentation. Offering a framework for the discussion, Professor Harlan Cohen observed that the concept of fragmentation comprises three distinct phenomena: fragmentation of interpretation or jurisdiction, where a single body of law is interpreted in varying ways by different international bodies; fragmentation of regulation, where different legal regimes govern the same conduct and impose sometimes conflicting demands on the parties they are regulating; and fragmentation of community, whereby different fields establish divergent "legitimacy rules" for determining which norms count as law. Arguing that the field of human rights law has come to represent a community with its own distinct legitimacy rules, Professor Cohen suggested that tools may be borrowed from constitutional law for reconciling human rights and other norms of international law, including comity rules, hierarchy rules, and abstention doctrines. Professor Kristen Boon agreed with Professor Cohen that some degree of fragmentation is inherent in international human rights law, but she argued that the law of state responsibility has served to give the field a degree of coherence. Notwithstanding enduring disagreements regarding the content of certain substantive norms, she pointed to a growing convergence with respect to the attribution of state responsibility for unlawful acts, the allocation of responsibility erga omnes for enforcement of human rights norms, and the elaboration of remedies for breaches. Finally, Professor Sabine Schlemmer-Schulte offered a poignant case study of the
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consequences of fragmentation in this field, as well as a number of suggested responses to it. Noting that Argentina’s debt crisis pitted the rights of investors against the Argentine government’s need to protect the human rights of constituents faced with the prospect of economic and political instability, Professor Schlemmer-Schulte suggested a number of means—some rooted in existing law, some representing progressive development—of remedying the divergence between investment law and human rights law as applied in the context of financial crises.